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Abstract: Accurate prediction of bus arrival times is a challenging problem in the public transportation
field. Previous studies have shown that to improve prediction accuracy, more heterogeneous
measurements provide better results. So what other factors should be added into the prediction
model? Traditional prediction methods mainly use the arrival time and the distance between
stations, but do not make full use of dynamic factors such as passenger number, dwell time, bus
driving efficiency, etc. We propose a novel approach that takes full advantage of dynamic factors.
Our approach is based on a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). The experimental results indicate
that a variety of prediction algorithms (such as Support Vector Machine, Kalman filter, Multilayer
Perceptron, and RNN) have significantly improved performance after using dynamic factors. Further,
we introduce RNN with an attention mechanism to adaptively select the most relevant input factors.
Experiments demonstrate that the prediction accuracy of RNN with an attention mechanism is better
than RNN with no attention mechanism when there are heterogeneous input factors. The experimental
results show the superior performances of our approach on the data set provided by Jinan Public
Transportation Corporation.
Keywords: bus arrival time prediction; dynamic factors; recurrent neural network; attention
mechanism

1. Introduction
Accurate prediction of bus arrival times is of great significance for urban public transportation
planning, real-time bus scheduling, and facilitating public travel. Some mobile map apps have the
ability to predict the arrival time of a bus. However, the current accuracy of prediction cannot fully
meet the needs of travelers.
Currently, there are many ways to predict bus arrival times. Kalman filtering is a common method
for bus arrival time prediction [1,2]. In reference [3], the Godunov scheme is used in the prediction
scheme based on the Kalman filter. Support Vector Machine (SVM) [4] is widely used in this task. In the
proposed methods, SVM is combined with a Genetic Algorithm [5], Kalman filter [6], and artificial
neural network (ANN) [7], respectively. In addition to Kalman filtering and SVM, there are other
time series prediction methods, such as road segment average travel time [8], the Relevance Vector
Machine Regression [9], clustering [10], Queueing Theory combined with Machine Learning [11],
and Random Forests [12]. Artificial neural networks have been widely used in various research
fields in recent years [13–15]. Among artificial neural networks, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [16]
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [17] have been used to predict bus arrival time. The above
methods are of great value to the overall planning of the bus route, but have not yet met the more
sensitive time requirements of some tasks such as estimation of passenger waiting time and real-time
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scheduling of buses. So, the question becomes how can we further improve the accuracy of bus arrival
time prediction?
Previous studies have shown that to improve prediction accuracy, more heterogeneous
measurements are better [17]. What other factors should be input into the prediction model? Traditional
bus arrival time prediction methods only use information that does not change in a short period of
time, such as the distance between stations, the number of intersections, and the number of traffic
lights. In the bus operation process, the arrival time is also affected by some dynamic factors, such
as the number of passengers, traffic conditions, weather, etc. The dynamic information is constantly
changing as the bus travels and cannot be obtained directly from the map. Existing prediction methods
choose to ignore these dynamic factors when modeling.
In order to further improve the accuracy of prediction, we propose a novel approach that takes
full advantage of dynamic factors. We built a data set containing dynamic factors based on the raw
data provided by Jinan Public Transportation Corporation and experimented with this dataset using
a variety of algorithms. The experimental results show that the prediction accuracy of these methods
has been improved significantly after making full use of the dynamic factors. Among the methods
discussed, the RNN methods have the higher prediction accuracy. The main reason for this is that RNN
has the ability to capture long-term dependencies. On this basis, we further explored the impact of
the structure of RNN on the prediction results, and found that DA-RNN (Dual-stage Attention-based
Recurrent Neural Network) [18] performed better than the classic Long Short-Term Memory RNN
(LSTM RNN) in the task. Compared with LSTM RNN, DA-RNN has a better attention mechanism.
An attention mechanism can select the critical factors for the prediction from the input data and capture
the long-range temporal information.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
•

•

We find that dynamic factors in the model input can improve the accuracy of bus arrival
time prediction. To this end, we have established a data set that contains dynamic factors.
The experimental results show that a variety of prediction algorithms (such as SVM, Kalman filter,
MLP and RNN) have significantly improved performance after using dynamic factors.
We introduce the attention mechanism to adaptively select the most relevant factors from
heterogeneous information. Experiments show that the prediction accuracy of RNN with
an attention mechanism is better than RNN with no attention mechanism when there are
heterogeneous input factors.

2. Problem Formulation
For the bus arrival time prediction problem, the departure time, when the bus departs from the
originating station, can be regarded as a known variable. As long as the travel time between any two
adjacent stations of the entire line is accurately predicted, we can accumulate them and add the sum to
the departure time to get the arrival time of any station. Therefore, the arrival time prediction can be
converted into a travel time prediction.
Suppose there are N sites on the route of a certain bus. Then the route can be divided into N − 1
road segments. The arrival time of the i-th station is ti (i = 1, 2... N). The travel time of the i-th road
segment is yi . The relationship between travel time y and arrival time t is:
yi = ti+1 − ti , i = 1, 2, . . . N − 1.

(1)

We divide the factors affecting bus arrival time into static and dynamic factors. Static factors can
be expressed as:
xSi = (di , ci , li , bi )
(2)
where di is the length of the i-th road segment, ci is the number of intersections, li is the number of lanes,
and bi indicates whether a bus lane exists (bi can be “1” or “0”; “1” means “yes”, “0” means “no”).
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Dynamic factors can be expressed as:
xDi = (tdi , ni , Ei )

(3)

where tdi is the dwell time of the i-th station, ni is the passenger number of the i-th road segment, Ei is
bus driving efficiency of the i-th road segment. In previous research [19], we proposed a method to
measure the efficiency of bus driving. The calculation method of Ei is:
Ei =

ni
n

ω

i
) )
yi (1 + λ( nmax

.

(4)

The travel time yi is predicted by the data of the last T road segments. The prediction formula for
the travel time is:
ŷi = F1 (xS(i−T+1) , . . . , xSi , xD (i−T+1) , . . . , xDi , y(i−T+1) , . . . , y(i−1) ),

(5)

ŷ(i+1) = F2 (xS(i−T+2) , . . . , xSi , xS(i+1) , y(i−T+2) , . . . , y(i−1) , ŷi ),

(6)

···
ŷ(i+k) = F2 (xS(i−T+1+k) , . . . , xS(i+k) , y(i−T+1+k) , . . . , ŷ(i+k−2) , ŷ(i+k−1) ),

(7)

···
ŷ(N−1) = F2 (xS(N−T) , . . . , xS(N−1) , y(N−T) , . . . , ŷ(N−3) , ŷ(N−2) ).

(8)

ŷi is the prediction of the current road segment based on both static and dynamic factors. The values
from ŷ(i+1) to ŷ(N−1) are the prediction of the remaining road segments, and dynamic factors are not
available in these cases. F1 and F2 represent two prediction models which have different inputs and
structures. When i < T, historical data will be entered into the prediction model to ensure that the
length of the input data sequence is T.
After setting the bus on the i-th road segment, the arrival time of the k-th station is tk :
tk = ti−1 +

k
X

ŷn , i ≤ k ≤ N.

(9)

n=i

3. Prediction Framework
3.1. Model
In order to accurately predict bus arrival time, we built a prediction network based on DA-RNN
(a dual-stage attention-based recurrent neural network) [18]. The overall prediction framework is
shown in Figure 1. The input xS and xD are the influencing factors of the arrival time on the last
T road segments (including the current road segment). We take the calculation process of ŷi as
an example to show the internal structure of the prediction network. The calculation processes of
ŷ(i+1) to ŷ(N−1) are similar to that of ŷi . The input (yi-T+1 , yi-T+2 . . . yi-1 ) is the travel time on the last
T−1 road segments (not including the current road segment). The output ŷi is the predicted travel
time of the current road segment. The role of the encoder in RNN is to encode the input sequences
into a feature representation [20,21]. The encoder with input attention module can adaptively select
the relevant influencing factor series. Then we use the LSTM-based decoder to decode the encoded
input information. The temporal attention module in the decoder is used to adaptively select relevant
encoder hidden states across all time steps. The decoder output predicted travel time ŷi . ŷi can be
calculated by Equation (5). The predicted bus arrival time ti can be calculated by Equation (9) (k = i).
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where ht is the hidden state at time t, ct s the cell state at time t, xt is the input at time t, ht−1 is the hidden
state of the layer at time t-1 or the initial hidden state at time 0, it is the input gate, ft is the forget gate,
gt is the cell gate, ot is the output gates, σ is the sigmoid function, and * is the Hadamard product.

Figure 2. A long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit structure.
Figure 2. A long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit structure.

3.2. Training Procedure
We use minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) together with the Adam optimizer [22] to
train the model on a NVidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. In order to make full use of the graphic memory
and speed up convergence of the model, the size of the minibatch is set to 1024. The learning rate
starts from 0.001 and is reduced by 10% after each 10,000 iterations. We implemented the prediction
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3.2. Training Procedure
We use minibatch stochastic gradient descent (SGD) together with the Adam optimizer [22] to
train the model on a NVidia GeForce RTX 2080 Ti. In order to make full use of the graphic memory
and speed up convergence of the model, the size of the minibatch is set to 1024. The learning rate starts
from 0.001 and is reduced by 10% after each 10,000 iterations. We implemented the prediction model
in the PyTorch framework.
4. Experiments and Discussion
4.1. Data Set
The raw data was provided by Jinan Public Transportation Corporation, Jinan 250100, China.
It includes line number, bus identification, station number, arrival time, departure time, length of the
road segment, number of intersections, number of lanes, whether the bus lane exists, and the number
of passengers. In order to establish the data set, we first cleaned the raw data. Then the arrival time
and departure time of each station were converted to the travel time and dwell time.
The data set then included the line number, station number, travel time, dwell time, length of the
road segment, number of intersections, number of lanes, whether the bus lane exists, and the number
of passengers. As shown in Figure 3, there are 50 stations in 1 route, and the route is divided into
49 road segments. We marked the departure station and the terminal in the map because this bus route
has not been included in English maps such as Google Maps. The data set contains a total of 2064 run
cycles of the bus. We selected the first 1600 cycles as the training set, the middle 200 cycles as the
validation
set, and
theREVIEW
last 264 cycles as the test set.
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size
optimization method is grid search. The search range of T is (5, 10, 15, 20, 25). We set m = p for
simplicity. The search range of m = p is (16, 32, 64 ,128, 256).
The prediction accuracy of bus arrival time ti can be evaluated by the following metrics.
(1) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):
n
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The prediction accuracy of bus arrival time ti can be evaluated by the following metrics.
(1) Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE):
v
t
RMSE =

n

1X
2
(ti − t̂i )
n

(16)

i=1

(2) Mean Absolute Error (MAE):
n

MAE =

1X
ti − t̂i
n
i=1

(3) Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE):
n

MAPE =

1 X ti − t̂i
× 100%.
n
ti

(18)

i=1

4.3. Methods in Comparison Study
4.3.1. LSTM RNN
The main difference between LSTM RNN [17] and DA-RNN is that the former does not have the
attention mechanism. LSTM RNN is implemented using the PyTorch framework.
4.3.2. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)
MLP [16] is a simple neural network composed of fully connected layers [23]. This baseline is
a three-layer neural network with 16 neurons per layer.
4.3.3. Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter [1] is an iterative algorithm. Compared to RNN, the Kalman Filter only inputs
observation (or prediction if in offline mode) from the previous road segment without storing more data.
4.3.4. SVM
In a bus arrival time prediction task, SVM [4] is used as a regression method. Reference [4] divides
the entire bus line into road segments and then predicts the travel time on each segment separately.
The optimization of this benchmark is referenced to in the literature [24,25].
4.4. Results
Table 1 is a summary of the experimental results. According to the three evaluation indexes of
RMSE, MAE and MAPE, DA-RNN achieves the best prediction accuracy. Regardless of the method
used, the accuracy of the prediction can always be improved by inputting dynamic factors. The optimal
value of the parameter T is 5, while the optimal values of the parameters m and p are both 128. This is
because the influence of the values of m and p on the prediction is small relative to T, and they are
structural parameters of the RNN without any clear physical meaning. Taking into account the length
of this article, Table 1 only lists the experimental results when m = p = 128.
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Table 1. Comparisons among different methods used on our dataset.
(a) DA-RNN.
Input Factors

Metrics

T=5

T = 10

T = 15

T = 20

T = 25

Static factors

RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

0.5277
0.4139
17.23%

0.5677
0.4740
20.04%

0.5293
0.4344
18.11%

0.5641
0.4576
19.30%

0.5749
0.4702
19.85%

Static &Dynamic factors

RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

0.3571
0.2815
11.81%

0.3897
0.3257
13.76%

0.3643
0.2966
12.19%

0.3871
0.3114
13.30%

0.3740
0.3085
13.06%

(b) LSTM RNN.
Metrics
RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

Static Factors
0.6670
0.5229
22.32%

Static &Dynamic Factors
0.5261
0.4258
19.07%

(c) MLP.
Metrics
RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

Static Factors
0.8240
0.6711
28.77%

Static &Dynamic Factors
0.6908
0.5623
23.85%

(d) Kalman Filter.
Metrics
RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

Static Factors
1.397
1.065
71.04%

Static &Dynamic Factors
1.278
0.9851
63.26%

(e) SVM.
Metrics
RMSE (min)
MAE (min)
MAPE (%)

Static Factors
1.129
0.8716
52.39%

Static &Dynamic Factors
0.9718
0.7663
38.03%

To more visually demonstrate the experimental results, we plotted Figures 4 and 5 based on the
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4.5.1. The Influence of Dynamic Factors
Experiments show that regardless of the method used, considering dynamic factors is always
Experiments
show
that regardless
of the
methodinformation
used, considering
factors
is always
beneficial
to improve
prediction
accuracy.
Dynamic
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changes in
bus operation
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improve prediction
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DynamicFigure
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and
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Figure
4
shows
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comparison
of
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true
and
predicted values of a sequence extracted in the test set. For a certain bus, the model prediction
results
predicted values of a sequence extracted in the test set. For a certain bus, the model prediction results
using only static factors are more closely inclined to the historical average. When the actual situation
is significantly different from the average of the previous observations, this static model will get
unsatisfactory prediction results. Proper use of dynamic factors can alleviate this problem.
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using only static factors are more closely inclined to the historical average. When the actual situation
is significantly different from the average of the previous observations, this static model will get
unsatisfactory prediction results. Proper use of dynamic factors can alleviate this problem.
4.5.2. The Necessity of Long-Term Dependencies
As shown in Table 1, regardless of whether dynamic factors are used, RNN’s prediction of bus
arrival time is significantly better than that of other methods. This is because RNN can learn long-term
dependencies, while other algorithms in the experiments only build short-term dependencies. Both
DA-RNN and LSTM RNN contain the LSTM structure. The LSTM units can selectively “forget” old
information, “remember” new information and determine output. So the RNN-based models can
make full use of the information of the last several road segments, while other methods only use
the information of the current road segment for prediction. In other words, all methods establish
a mapping relationship from influencing factors to travel time. The difference is that the mapping
relationship of other models exists only in a single road segment, while the RNN-based model can
establish a mapping relationship in several road segments. Effective use of historical information is the
reason why the RNN network can get better prediction results.
Figure 6 shows that in offline mode, the MAE of the prediction results increase with the increase
of the number of stations. Among them, the MAE of two RNN models is small and the growth rate is
slow. The main reason for the growth of MAE is that the arrival time was not added, and the prediction
result cannot be corrected according to the observations, so the absolute error of the prediction was
accumulated in the iteration. The secondary reason is that dynamic factors cannot be utilized under
offline conditions. In offline mode, RNN models exhibits greater robustness. This indicates that
long-term dependency is indispensable in the bus arrival time prediction task. It is worth noting that
the prediction MAE at the 10th station of the proposed RNN model can still be kept within one minute
(59.41 s). This proves that our approach also has high practical value in the offline state.
4.5.3. Why Attention Mechanism Is Needed?
Based on the experimental results, DA-RNN always outperforms LSTM RNN in both online and
offline conditions. To find the reason why this occurs, we must start with the structure of the neural
network. Compared with LSTM RNN, DA-RNN has two attention modules. The input attention
module adaptively extract the relevant driving factors. This is why the difference in performance
between the two RNNs will be widened after the dynamic factors are input. As shown in Figure 6, in
off-line mode, the performance gap between DA-RNN and LSTM RNN is not obvious when the number
of stations is small, and the difference between the two is significantly increased when the number of
stations is greater than 35. This is because the temporal attention module can select relevant encoder
hidden states across all time steps. DA-RNN has a stronger ability to capture long-term dependencies.
In order to improve the prediction accuracy, it is necessary to input more static and dynamic factors
into the model, and to increase the ability to learn long-term dependencies. The rational use of the
attention mechanism is crucial to improving the accuracy of prediction.
5. Conclusions
Accurate prediction of bus arrival times is an important issue in the field of smart transportation,
and it is also a challenging problem. Most of the existing solutions are based on static information, such
as the number of stations, the spacing of adjacent stations, and the number of intersections on each
road segment. These static data collection costs are low (which can be obtained directly from Google
Maps if the information is correct). These methods have guiding significance for the planning of bus
routes, but their prediction accuracy has not yet met the more sensitive traveling time requirements
such as estimated waiting time and real-time bus scheduling.
In this paper, we improved the prediction accuracy by inputting dynamic factors. In addition to
the methods in the experiment, this method of improving the prediction accuracy can theoretically
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be applied to other methods. The experimental results show that the ability to learn long-term
dependencies is the main reason for RNN to gain an advantage in the prediction task. From the
perspective of extracting the dominant factors and improving the learning ability for long-term
dependency, the attention mechanism is crucial for prediction.
In the future, we aim to develop this approach further by incorporating more heterogeneous
dynamic factors, such as weather, road congestion, traffic signal status, etc. Moreover, considering
the interactions between multiple bus lines, the influence of the connection relationship between the
stations in the public transportation network on bus arrival times is an interesting research direction.
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